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ABSTRACT 

PT is a process of testing software for the different things like testing its speed, response time, 

throughput, stability, reliability, and scalability under a particular workload. . In simple words 

testing response and stability of application under load is PT. The major reason why one needs 

to do performance testing is to avoid any kind of problem which may appear in the future. The 

main idea of PT is to identify and remove the performance bottlenecks in the application. 

 

ST is important because if there are any kind of errors in the software, they can be identified 

early and can be solved before the delivery of the software product. Properly tested software 

product ensures reliability, security, and high performance which further results in time-

saving, cost-effectiveness, and customer satisfaction. So before deployment of any 

application, software testing is done. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

PT is nothing but testing the stability and response time of an  application by applying load on it. This 

type of testing ensures whether application or software is working well under peak conditions or not .PT 

is done to provide information about the application regarding stability, speed, and scalability. Not only 

this , it also helps to know what areas of it need improvement before launching it in the market. 

 

Performance Testing Attributes are- 
 
• Speed  

 
• Scalability 

 
• Stability 

 
• Reliability 

 

Speed – How fast the application works  

Scalability – Maximum user load the application can handle  

Stability- To check whether application remains stable even after load  

Reliability – Whether its okay to launch the application in market  

 

 

Black Box Testing : 

It is a software testing procedure in which we test the software applications without having the knowledge of 

the internal code structure , internal paths or implementation techniques.It is primarily focused on input and 

output of the applications and is also known as behavioral testing.  



 
Fig 1.1  Represents input/output flow 

 

There are few types of black box testing : 

Functional Testing 

This Type of Black box testing is related to the functional requirements of the software.It is usually done    by 
software testers 

Non Functional Testing  

It refers to non functional requirements such as speed , scalability and usability. 

Regression Testing  

This type of testing is done after code fixes to check the new cose has not affected the existing code. 

 

 

Table 1.1- Difference between black and white box testing 



The major objective of performance testing is to eliminate performance congestion . 

      Different types of performance testing include  

• Load testing 
 

• Stress testing 
 

• Endurance testing 
 

• Spike testing 
 

• Volume testing 
 

 

Load Testing : 

Load testing is a kind of non functional performance testing in which      performance of an application 

is test under a specific load. It aims to measure how the application will behave if multiple users starts 

using the application simultaneously.Load testing enables you to measure your website/applications 

quality of the service or in other words performance that is based on the actual customer interaction 

and behavior.Load testing is usually conducted in a test environment identical to the production 

environment before the software is permitted to go live. 

 

Stress Testing: 

It involves testing an application under extreme load.The main idea of stress testing to find the break 

point for the application.It involves testing the application beyond normal operational capacity in order 

to observe any of the results : 

1) To determine the safeusage limits of the browser/application 

2) To confirm that the app/browser meeting the intended specifications 

3) To determine the modes of failure 

 



Endurance Testing: 

It measures how long the application can bear a given load.It is a non-functional kind of testing where 

a software is tested with high load that is extended for a significant amount of time to evaluate the 

behavior of the given application under sustained use.The main purpose of this testing is to ensure that 

the application is able to handle the extended load and there is no lag of the response time or any 

performance issues. 

 

 

Spike Testing : 

It measures how the application will behave in when a sudden spike of load is given.The goal of the 

spike testing is to determine the behavior of the application when it faces extreme variations in 

traffic.Spike testing not only determines the maximum load an application can bear but also can 

determine applications recovery time between the spike.Even the spike itself mean the sudden increase 

or decrease. 

 

Volume Testing: 

Under this kind of testing large volume of data is populated in the databases to check the behaviour of 

application.It is also known as flood testing.It helps to analyze the system performance after increasing 

the volume.Some of the advantages include: 

1)Assures that the system is capable of handling real world. 

2)Early identification of bottlenecks 

3)A lot of money can be saved , as this money will be used in maintenance of the application 



 
 

 Fig 1.2: Types of performance testing  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Performance testing process- 

 

 

Fig 1.3: Process of performance testing  

 

Identify The Test Environment: 

First of all we will need to determine the physical test environment , production environment 

and testing tools that are available with us .Understanding the details of the software , it will 

then eventually help the testers to create a lot more efficient use cases and also help them 

identify any problem they might encounter during performance Testing.  

 

 



Determine the Performance Acceptance Criteria : 

This will include the goal and constraints for the throughput, and response time and resource 

allocation.Testers should be empowered to set performance ctriteria outside of these goals. 

Plan and Design : 

In this step we need to determine the variety of usage among the end users and identify the 

key scenarios in order to cover a wide variety of test cases.It is necessary to simulate variety 

of end users so that data can be gathered . 

Configuring Test Environment: 

Prepare the test environment and all the tools that are required before execution. 

Implement Test Design : 

Create performance test according to the test design. 

Run The test : 

Execute and monitor all the tests. 

Analyze and Retest: 

Consolidate and analyze the test results.Then fine tune and restest to see if there is an 

improvement or decrease in performance. 

 

 

    



1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
Before deploying any kind of software in market it is of utmost importance to check whether the 

application or software you are deploying is in position  to handle huge load ie large number of clients 

using the same  application /software . Will the application perform well in such peak situations ? Will 

it be able to match the speed ? The answer to these questions are very important otherwise a slow running 

application will lose potential users  

 

       Why load testing is an important part of the Software Development lifecycle? 

• It simulates real user scenarios. 

• It evaluates how the performance of an application can be affected by normal and peak loads. 

• It helps save money by identifying bottlenecks and defects on time. 

 
 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

     Objectives of this project are: 

• To allow more user to access the application at the same time. 

• To determine what how the application behave in peak condition. 

• To determine the count of users who can access the application at a single time. 

• To increase the operating capacity of a software application 
 

 

 



1.4 METHODOLOGY 

Figure 1.3 represents the load testing process .Following are the steps which one needs to follow while 
performing the load testing . 

 

Fig 1.4: Process of load testing 

 

Explanation of the process of load testing in detail- 

1. Test Environment Setup- 

The very first step is to create a dedicated test environment setup in order to perform the load testing 

.The setup ensures whether the load testing happens in a proper way.Setting up an environment is a 

very important task as this is the environment which you will be using for running the load testing 

 

 

 



2. Load Test Scenario- 

In this step we determine the test cases which we need to run again and again for example the 

transactions which we need to perform again and again also set the initializer in the same step only 

which could act as a constructor.In this step we also decide for the terminator for eg the cleanup that is 

required after the load testing is done. 

In this step we also decide the parameters which we will set up in the approval step for eg the transaction 

per second , how to distribute between the transactions all these things are decided in this step. 

 

 

3. Test Scenario Execution- 

Load test scenarios that were generated in the previous step are known executed in this step. Different 

measurements and methods are gathered to collect the information. 

 

4. Test Result Analysis- 

Results of the testing performed is analysed. Different recommendations are proposed based on the 

result gained. We gain insight about the performance of the application through a dashboard where we 

get information like cpu utilization , memory used at what transaction the application will start to fail 

etc. 

 

5. Re-test- 

If any test case defined is failed then the test is performed again in order to get the result in correct 

way. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

Fig 1.5: Stress Testing vs Load Testing 

The above figure represents the difference between the stress and load testing , with load testing on 

one hand an engineer can detect the bottleneck , what is the reason behind bottleneck before 

deploying the application to production whereas in case of stress testing an engineer can test the 

capacity of the application at time of huge users interacting with the website. 

Types of load testing tools – 

• Load testing tool (Open source) 

• Manual Load testing tool 

• Load testing tool (Enterprise) 

• In house developed Load testing tools 

 

 

 

 



Most commonly used load testing tool used in industry are- 

• LoadNinja 

• Apache JMeter 

• NeoLoad 

• HP Performance Tester 

• WebLoad 

• LoadView 

 
 
 
Pipeline :A pipeline for any software engineering team can be defined as a set of automated processes that 

allows Developers and DevOps professional to efficiently and  reliably compile, build, and deploy their code 

to their production compute platforms. 

There are no such rules stating how should a pipeline should look or behave or the tools it must utilise. A 

pipeline consists of a chain of elements like processes, threads , functions which are arranged in such a way 

so that output of each element is the input of the next .Any kind of information can flow through these 

pipelines it can be a stream of records , bytes or bits or can depend upon the its usage. 

Pipeline is generally linear and one directional though sometime the term is applied to more general flow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Fig 1.6: Stages in software deployment  

 

Version control- Software developers after writing a code commit their changes into source control.When 

they commit the code changes to the source control the first stage of deployment pipeline begins which 

triggers –  

• Code compilation 
• Unit tests 
• Code analysis 
• Installer creation 

In version set the dry-run build should build successfully otherwise the flow would not flow for the next 

steps in pipeline. 

In version set step various other approval steps can be added for eg code review verification which would 

fail if the cr is not raised and one push the code . 

 

Acceptance tests – It is a process of running some test over the code that has been pushed to check against 

some predefined acceptance rule set by the organisation. 

 

 
Independent Deployment- Independent deployment is the process of deploying the tested  and compiled 

artefacts into the development environments.  



Production Deployment – This step is very similar to previous step it should deliver the code to live 

production server. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 2 

TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY USED  

2.1. TOOLS 

Here in the organisation we have various tools for performing the load testing .But we majorly focus on two 

tools for doing different type of testing not only limited to load testing. 

These two tools names are- 

• TPS Generator 

• Hydra  

TPS Generator is the one which is fully build and is applied for different types of testing whereas on the other 

hand we have Hydra which still is in beta stage and changes are still made to it depending upon the 

requirements  

 

So for our load testing purpose we are using TPS Genarator right now and hydra will be used in future. 

Hydra is build from learning the mistakes of TPS Generator.The major advantage of using hydra over TPS 

Generator is that we don’t have to write any code .It will automate the various processes itself. 

 

In our pipelines which are a set of automated processes we write and create code in java language and also 

for the tps generator we need to make changes into our java code to make it run. 

 

 

 

 
A brief description about the tools that we use here- 

 

TPS Generator is the Builder Tools-supported, funded, Amazon-internal load generator tool, used widely 

across Amazon. It runs about 150,000 times per week as an approval step in Pipelines, for one-off adhoc load 

tests, or for large-scale gamedays. TPS Generator generates synthetic traffic against a service (or to 



replay prod traffic), to understand how the service scales, to validate that it can withstand peak traffic, and to 

ensure it degrades gradually at throughput higher than expected. 

 

Hydra Test Platform (“Hydra”) is a serverless test orchestration platform for Native AWS services. It 

automatically configures your test run infrastructure, orchestrates your test runs and reports your test results. 

If you have a Native AWS service and some tests that you want run as an approval step in Pipelines, Hydra is 

the perfect solution for your team. 

 

Onboard to TPS generator –  

For performing the load testing using the amazon internal tool tps generator one will need the following – 

 

• A laptop/desktop 

• Eclipse or any other ide 

• An endpoint you want to load test 

• Java code to hit your endpoint (Integration code) 

• A material set or IAM role for providing the credentials 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Points one need to take into consideration while choosing between the TPS generator or hydra for load testing. 

 

 
Table 2.1 Difference between TPS Generator and Hydra 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

3.1  HOW LOAD TESTING IS ACHIEVED ? 

 
3.1.1 ENVIRONMENT SETUP 

The very first step for any application/software to develop is to create a proper or right kind of environment 

.Before writing any code we need to know how we can setup a pipeline - Pipelines is a continuous deployment 

tool you can use to model, visualize, and automate the steps required to release your software. It provides both 

a web interface and API to give you the ability to quickly design and configure the different stages of your 

release process. 

So in order to create a pipeline and start jumping to write a code need to follow steps given in the amazon 

documentation. 

 
 

Once the pipeline is set the developer is now ready to write the code.So here in this step we determine which 

software will be used for writing the code , what packages do we require , which language one should use 

for creating the software. So here at the organisation most the applications are built using the java language 

and the text editor used is IntelliJ. We also need to make sure we also create a cloud environment for 

making code changes eventually from local to cloud. 

 

 
After checking for the necessary packages installed the software developer job is to write code and create 

the application or software .Once this process is done and build is successful the changes are committed and 

can be seen in the pipelines. 

 
 
 
 



 
Fig 3.1 Given figure represent the general flow of pipline 

 

 

3.1.2 CHANGES IN THE CODE 

The very next step after creating a pipeline is to write a code which can eventually help us in doing the load 

testing.In our case we used integration test code which we can use for load testing .So the very initial step 

was to download the code from the package where integration test code is written so that some modification 

can be done on that integration test code to make it as a load test code efficient. 

In order to download the code from a package these commands are required –  

 

 

Using the terminal open the folder where you want to have that code. 

 

Figure 3.2 Represents how to download the code 

 

After creating the root directory the next step is to importing the version set of the project.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Represents how to import the version set 

 



The last step required in the step for downloading the code you need to change is to import the package you 

want to use . 

 

Figure 3.4 Represents how to import the package 

 

Once you follow these three simple command one can now open the code in their local setup. 

Write Product-Specific Code with Annotations for TPS generator – 
 
If you decide TPSGenerator is for you, the first thing you need to do is implement a Java class with special 

annotations that will tell us how to talk to your service. Since we’re a generic platform, you provide us with 

the product-specific knowledge and we do the rest. 

 
Things we need to take care in mind while writing the code –  

• Decide what Brazil package your load gen will live in. 

• Add a dependency to our interface package to your Brazil package 

• Write code to interact with your product and annotate it with the annotations 

• Run your load gen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Example code with the annotations -  



 

Figure 3.5 Represents the name of load generator  

 

 

Figure 3.6 Represents the annotation for setup method  

 

 

Figure 3.7 Represents the annotation for cleanup method  

 



We need to select some functions in the code as initializers which can act as a constructor .The setup which 

is required for rest of the functions to implement that function we can select as a initializer. 

We need to write something like this - 

@TPSGeneratorInitialize 

 

We need to select some functions in the code for multiple transactions the processes which will run multiple 

times. This can be those functionality in the code which are required by the application again and again 

We need to write something like this - 

@TPSGeneratorTransaction( "TransactionName" ) 

 
We also have annotation for the final cleanup method , for eg the database which we created needs to be 

cleaned after the load test are run  

We need to write something like this - 

@TPSGeneratorTerminate 

 

 

Once the suitable changes are made into the code the process does not end here.There are other things which 

need to be done. 

 

CREATION OF CHILD WORKFLOW  

Other than making changes in the code we also need to create different child environment using apollo.There 

are various steps which one need to follow for the process. 

 

Since the load test require an environment on which it can run so we need to create TOD test on demand child 

workflow which will provide the environment setup for the load testing to run. 

 



For creating the apollo one click child environment the steps one need to follow are –  

 

Visit - https://apollo.amazon.com/homepage.html 

Click on Create one click child environment for creating the child environment . 

This will provide the environment for running the load test code. 

 

CREATION OF CUSTOM TOD WORK ENVIRONMENT  

There are some authentication issues when one works with the tps generator so in order to resolve this issue 

we need to make a custom TOD worker environment and use credentials provided by that worker environment 

 

After creation of custom tod worker environment one need to create an IAM role using AWS (Amazon web 

service) in which we will add custom permission which will allow the custom tod worker to access the 

credentials and run the code. 

 

Steps for creation of aws iam role - 

 

Figure 3.8 Represents the AWS IAM role service 

 



• Login into the AWS Account and search for IAM service in search bar 

• Click on roles in the left sidebar  

 

 
 
 

• Click on create role  

 



Figure 3.9 Represents the selecting of trusted entity 
 
After selecting the trusted entity click the next and add the permission policy based on the service you are 

interacting in your service or application. 

Most common trust policy which one can add are –  

 

 
 

Figure 3.10 Represents the most common permission policy 
 



 
 

Figure 3.11 Represents the permission policy 

Search for the permission policy which you want to add into the role which totally depend upon the service 

you are doing load testing for. 

Once the role is created we need to change the trust policy and make sure we add the tod worker we created 

in the trust policy  

 

 



 
 

Figure 3.12 Represents the Trust relationship 
 

After the role is created we need to copy the role arn which we will be using in the load test approval step. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.13  Represents the Role ARN  

 
 
 



Once all the configurations have been done the last or final step is to add a load test approval step in the 

pipeline . 

Where information like – 

 
• Step Name 

 
• Your load generator name 

 
• TPS or Concurrent Connections 

 
• Your load generator package OPTIONAL 

 
• Period to run this test for OPTIONAL 

 
• TodWorker Environment Stage OPTIONAL 

 
• Distribution of transactions OPTIONAL 

 
• Approval Heuristic to use OPTIONAL 

 
• Additional command line args OPTIONAL 

 
• Platform OPTIONAL 

 
• Role ARN OPTIONAL 

 
• Lock Other Environment Stages OPTIONAL 

 
• Wait For Other Steps OPTIONALThis step waits for 0 other steps to finish before it runs 

 
Once you fill out the values for the above value in the load test approval step.Now one can run the load test 

file to check the output of the load test  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Figure 3.14  Represents the link for dashboard 

Once you run the load test in the pipeline and check the output you will get the link to the dashboard for 

example as shown in the above image.One can open the link by opening amazon wiki pasting the link and 

clicking preview button. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 

Some of the output from the dashboard – 

 

 
 

Figure 3.15  Represents the graph for passed/failed TPS 

 
 



 
Figure 3.16  Represents the graph concurrent transaction 

 

 
Figure 3.17 Represents the graph for Transaction per second started 

 

 



 
 

Figure 3.18 Represents the graph for Transaction per second finished 

 

 
 

Figure 3.19 Represents the graph for client side latency 
 



 
 

Figure 3.20 Represents the graph for transaction per second failed 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.21 Represents the graph for client side latency 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Figure 3.22 Represents the graph for transaction per second skipped 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.23 Represents the graph cpu ,memory, disk and  network utilization 
 



CHAPTER 5 

5 . CONCLUSIONS 

5.1   CONCLUSION 

So from the project of load testing we can clearly understand why it is important for any organisation to 

perform the different kind of testing before launching it in the market.Why the trust of a customer is important 

and what is the need of  load testing. 

The main points one need to highlight are- 

• The testing is important since it discovers defects/bugs before the delivery to the client, which 

guarantees the quality of the software. 

• It makes the software more reliable and easy to use. 

• Thoroughly tested software ensures reliable and high-performance software operation. 

 

Why load testing is important ? 
 

• Real Users Simulations 
• Performance under load 

• Estimating scalability of application 

• Low downtime 

• Code change affect product  

• Don’t annoy users  

• Saves money 

 



 

Load testing is an important subset of PT that plays a significant role in the present-day technology scenario. 

Performance testing measures the ability of a web application to handle large volumes and patterns of traffic 

effectively before going live. 

 

Measuring the Quality and Performance of Service of a Website – Load testing allows company to measure 
QOS i.e. quality of service 

Identifying Important Application Performance Parameters-Load testing can be used to successfully identify 

the critical parameters of an application. These criteria include an application's response time per transaction, 

system/database component performance under varying load levels, software design difficulties, and network 

delays between client request and server answer. 

Also highlighted are issues with software settings, such as web server, application server, and database server, 

as well as hardware flaws, such as CPU maximisation, memory limitation, and network bottlenecks. 

Determining an application's maximum operating capacity An organisation can efficiently determine the 

maximum operating capacity of its application with the help of load testing. Load testing examines how the 

system behaves under normal load conditions as well as anticipated peak load conditions, allowing testers to 

identify the elements that cause degradation or hold-ups. As a result, load testing is also known as reliability 

testing, concurrency testing, or volume testing, and it assists testers in determining the capability of the 

existing infrastructure to run the application under test. 

 
 
Understanding the Root Causes of Slow System Performance Load testing can pave the way for high-quality 

performance testing. The process is centred on evaluating system performance to ensure that there is no system 

downtime when multiple users access an application at the same time. Load testing tools can help testers learn 

about the causes of slow system performance. Application server or software, database server, network 

latency, network congestion, client-side processing, and load balancing between multiple servers are some of 

the reasons. 

 



 

Improving an Application's Scalability- Load testing allows testers to identify the maximum number of users 

a programme can handle. This information will come in handy for testers if new infrastructure is needed to 

satisfy future demand for scaling the application. Aside from application scalability, testers can undertake 

special load testing, in addition to typical load testing, during certain events such as Cyber Monday, Black 

Friday, music festivals or sporting events, and the like - when traffic spikes dramatically owing to flash sales 

or mass public interest. 

 

 

Lowering the costs of an application's failure Load testing is a critical testing approach that testers can use to 

uncover faults in an application before they become a problem. The monetary consequences of an application 

failure can be significantly reduced if issues are detected early and flaws are prevented. Failures during 

production, in the absence of load testing, can result in huge expenses for an organisation due to the 

application's unavailability in high-traffic situations
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